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1 - Intro

It was Kenchi's first pokemon adventure and proffesser Shin was letting people who turn 13 get a
pokemon to start with.
Kenchi had an older brother that had gotten his first pokemon a year before.

His todadile was the strongest one the proffesser gave away, because for the first time trainers they
always had a battle. His brother said he trained it good and had evolved it all the way to a Feraligator.
Kenchi had chosen a pokemon he could trus a pokemon he could depend on it was rhyhorn it was a
tough pokemon but then this year they didn't have the big battle but that couldn't keep Kenchi from
becoming a master.

He started training like crazy and then met up with another trainer his name was Kugen he was another
first time trainer so the both got tough pokemon Kugen had a machop that could do a back flip.
They started battling each other after they sat down and talked a little bit Kenchi learned that kugen and
him are after the same dream to become a pokemon master.



2 - Rock Tackle

Kenshi: Go Ryhorn!!!
Kugen: Show Your Stuff Machop!!!

The two trainers were about to battle so they sent out their pokemon

Kenshi: Ryhorn do Tackle!
Kugen: Do Punch Machop!
Kensshi and Kugen: UUUUUURRRRRRGGGGGHHHHHHHH

Ryhorn and Machops moves colided and knocked each other back and both pokemon struggled to get
up

Kugen: Quik Attack Machop...and then Head Butt!
Kenshi: ok try and dodge it and use Earthquake and then try Tackle again!

Ryhorn obeyed and then dodged and shook the ground knocking down Kenshi and Kugen

Kugen: Stand your ground Machop!
Kenshi: Do it Ryhorn!

Ryhorn charged at Machop but then he got covered with the broken rocks and still charged

Kugen and Kenshi: Whoa whats that?

Ryhorn was charging at Machop when Kenshi quietly said

Kenshi: A new move...cool...lets call it Rock Tackle...



3 - Galaxy

Kugen: ohh no im gonna get creamed like mashed potatoes

Galaxy:Ha ha were gonna get some pokemon

Kenshi and Kugen:Who r u?

galaxy:were team galaxy and were here to steal

kenshi:steal wat?

galaxy:ur pokemon duhh

kenshi:oh no ur not

kenshi:ryhorn use rock tackle on team galaxy

ryhorn was not listening

Kenshi:ryhorn!!!!!

Kenshi:kugen ur gonna have to do this while i get ryhorn to trust me

kugen:ok piece of cake

galaxy:hey!!!!!!!!!!

kugen:machop rocket fist

machop gave his hardest blow to team galaxy and sent them to another galaxy

Kenshi:hey that was pretty strong

kugen:yea we should head to a pokemon center

kenshi:yea

they walked 3 miles to a pokemon center and had to sleep there for the night.
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